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Meyer Distributing Painted Lid Purchase Confirmation Form & Policy Agreement 

Please complete and email or fax to your salesperson. 

Customer #:_______________________Customer Name:_________________________________________________ 

Authorized for purchase by: (Signature)______________________________________Date:_______/_______/_____________ 

Contact Email:________________________________________________Phone #:_______________________Fax #:______________________ 

Secured by deposit with end user? (Circle One)  YES NO        

Once a special order lid is in production it cannot be cancelled.  There will be a $175.00 restocking fee on 
any returned  perfect condition, non-special order lid due to shipping and handling. 

Vehicle Make/Model:____________________________________________Year/Month Manufactured:_________________________ 

Bed Size: _____________________Bed Style:_____________________Cab Style:__________________________ 

OEM Paint Code:___________Vehicle Color Description:_________________________________________ 

Part Number: (this must be EXACT!)____________________________________________ 

**Two most common ordering errors: Bed size must always be measured. 

1. GM Crew Cab and Quad Cab 6’8” or 5’8”.  
2. Ford F150 Supercrew 5’5” or Superduty Crew Cab 6’6”. 

Meyer Distributing has implemented a shipping and handling policy that ensures the utmost care is taken with the 
transportation of painted products. Due to the size of the items, we will only deliver when assistance is available to unload the 
painted lid. For your assurance that you are getting the correct lid, we ask that you complete the following checklist with the 
Meyer Distributing driver: 
 
1.  Inspect outer box for obvious damage.  
2.  Verify correct year, make and model on box. 
3.  Verify paint code, bed style and bed size.  
4.  Carefully cut tape or glue seal on the box. 
5.  Open box and visually inspect for damage on surface. 
6.  Inspect horns specifically (statistically the area most prone to damage). 
7.  Carefully lift lid and inspect underside. 
8.  Ensure hardware is attached to frame (shocks, clamps, and keys). 
9.  Walk around lid and confirm no unacceptable marking on painted surface. 
 
If the purchaser is satisfied that the lid is undamaged and the correct application has been verified, the purchaser’s 
representative will sign the order and the driver will initial to verify acceptance. There will be no returns for lost sales, wrong 
item ordered, customer cancellation, damage found after delivery acceptance, or missing hardware once Meyer driver has left. 
 

This document is to be considered legally binding and is the purchaser’s agreement to meet the requirements within the 
Meyer Distributing Painted Lid Distribution policy. A copy of the above mentioned agreement is available by request and at 

www.meyerdistributing.com. Purchaser will ensure the above information is correct. Provision of incorrect information will 
void warranty and returns.  
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